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1. Introduction
The last few years have ushered in the era of multi-messenger astronomy, with evidence for
neutrino emission from the blazar TXS0506+056 [1, 2] as well as the joint detection of GW170817
by LIGO together with observatories across the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum [3]. Despite the
evidence for neutrino emission from TXS0506+056, the origins of the overwhelming majority of
the measured diffuse astrophysical neutrino flux remain yet unknown [4, 5]. Untriggered searches
for neutrino point sources integrating over IceCube’s livetime have resulted in no significant de-
tections [6], which may be an indication that the majority of neutrino point sources are either very
weak or have underlying temporal structure. However, a search for spatially and temporally co-
incident multiplets in IceCube data suggests that if a single class of transients is contributing to a
majority of the diffuse flux, then individual sources in the class must be dim, but the source rate
must be sufficiently high to produce the requisite flux [7].
Fast radio bursts (FRBs) are a newly discovered and enigmatic class of astrophysical tran-
sients characterized by non-periodic millisecond-scale radio flashes. Their high dispersion mea-
sures (DM) [8, 9] and prevalence at high Galactic latitudes suggest that FRBs are likely of extra-
galactic origin. To date, a total of 75 FRBs have been detected, but the estimated all-sky rate of
detectable FRBs is on the order of thousands per day [10], and this disparity is driven in large part
by the narrow field of view of most radio telescopes. If in the future, joint detections of FRBs in
radio as well as other EM bands allow for accurate distance measurements, we may find that their
redshift distribution and bolometric luminosities make them a prime candidate for explaining the
diffuse neutrino flux, and current estimates on rates are consistent with IceCube lower bounds. In
addition to energetics and rate requirements, FRB progenitors would need to be sites of hadronic
acceleration in order to produce neutrinos. Although most models of FRBs only explain leptonic
emission [11], hadronic acceleration is also possible in the associated regions of the progenitors,
and the nature of FRB progenitors is still under heated debate.
The IceCube Neutrino Observatory is a detector consisting of 5160 digital optical modules
(DOMs) throughout a cubic kilometer of Antarctic ice between depths of 1450 m and 2450 m.
Neutrino interactions within the ice or underlying bedrock lead to the production of charged par-
ticles, whose Cherenkov photons are detectable by the DOMs, and which allow for reconstruction
of the neutrino energy, direction, and interaction type [12]. IceCube reached its full detector con-
figuration in 2010, and boasts an up-time higher than 99%, enabling real-time alerts for other in-
struments and making it a prime tool to follow-up interesting detections, such as FRBs, from other
observatories. Analyses using IceCube data have previously set limits on neutrino emission from
FRBs using high-energy neutrino candidate events [13, 14]. The analyses presented here improve
the constraints at these energies and provide a test at a wider range of neutrino energies, which can
be used to tailor models of FRB progenitors in the future.
2. Analysis Methods
At high energies (greater than 100 GeV), individual charged-current muon neutrino interac-
tions create muons which travel long path lengths through the ice. These tracks allow for per-event
reconstructions, where directional resolution increases with energy. In section 2.1, we discuss how
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these tracks can be used to search for both temporal and spatial coincidence between neutrinos and
FRBs. Additionally, lower energy neutrinos can produce short tracks in the ice. Although each
such individual neutrino interaction has a signature which is too small to reconstruct, a large flux
of these interactions can give rise to a collective increase in the rate of hits in the detector [15],
and thus if FRBs create a large flux of low energy (O(10 MeV)) neutrinos, then they could be de-
tected by searching for temporal coincidence between FRBs and IceCube hit rates, which is what
is presented in 2.2. The difference between the two event signatures is displayed in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Simulation of the various types of IceCube events analyzed in these analyses. Large fluxes of MeV
neutrinos can lead to short tracks that interact with at most one DOM (left). At higher energies, individual
charged-current interactions from incident muon-neutrinos lead to long tracks that can be reconstructed. The
color scale indicates timing, with early hits in red and later hits in blue. The right shows an example of the
high-energy events used in the six-year analysis [14], while the middle shows an example of the events that
are considered in the muon track analysis as described in the text.
2.1 Search for muon track events
The first analysis is an unbinned maximum likelihood analysis similar to that of IceCube’s pre-
vious search for neutrino emission from FRBs [14], hereafter referred to as the six-year analysis.
Both analyses search for spatial and temporal correlation between neutrinos and FRBs, however,
the two analyses differ in their event samples. The six-year analysis used a high-purity track se-
lection, consisting of mainly very high-energy tracks (Eν > 10 TeV) or tracks that had penetrated
many kilometers of earth prior to detection, to decrease the probability that an event was atmo-
spheric as opposed to astrophysical in origin. However, FRBs characteristic timescales allow us to
loosen the event selection, increasing the effective area at the cost of increased atmospheric back-
grounds. For short timescales (O(ms)), this increase in background is subdominant to the gain in
effective area in terms of analysis sensitivity. The loosening of the event selection has the largest
effect in the Southern Hemisphere for neutrino energies less than around 100 TeV, where the cuts
in the six-year analysis are the most severe, as shown in Figures 2 and 3.
The test statistic (TS) for this analysis is identical to that of the six-year analysis [14]. For a
search time window, ∆T , the analysis considers all events within [tFRB−∆T/2, tFRB+∆T/2] to
be temporally coincident with the FRB in question. With the lack of a conclusive model for FRBs,
no energy dependence is tested in the likelihood, and the TS is given by
3
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TS =−nˆs+
N
∑
i=1
ln
[
1+
nˆsS(xi)
nbB(xi)
]
. (2.1)
The TS is maximized with respect to find the best fit number of observed signal events, nˆs, for
events with directional properties xi, on top of the expected number of background events, nb.
S(xi) describes the signal spatial probability distribution function (PDF) that considers the angu-
lar distance of an event direction xi with respect to the coordinates of a given FRB, modeled as
a 2D Gaussian, and B(xi) describes the Poissonian background PDF in that direction, which is
parameterized from data (excluding the search time window).
Two different tests are performed in this analysis, each over a range of ∆T . The first is the
stacking test, which tests the hypothesis that the astrophysical class of FRBs emits neutrinos, and
simultaneously evaluates the TS for all considered sources. The second, the max-burst test, eval-
uates a TS separately for each FRB and its respective events, returning only the largest TS as the
observation at ∆T . This tests the hypothesis that one or a few bright sources emit neutrinos among
a heterogeneous class of FRBs. These tests are applied to 28 FRBs. The repeating FRB, FRB
121102, was excluded because all published bursts were included in the six-year analysis, and for a
fixed number of bursts, the improvement in sensitivity from the increased effective area is negated
by the corresponding enhancement in background rate at its location in the Northern Sky.
Figure 2: The effective area of this selection to
muon neutrinos is significantly improved compared
to the six-year analysis, especially in the Southern
sky (black). This also improves upon the smaller
effective area of ANTARES. Here, we compare to a
point-source event selection [16] that approximately
reproduces the effective area from their 2018 FRB
analysis (Figure 5 in [17]).
Figure 3: The event rate for these data is signifi-
cantly larger than that of the six-year analysis, due
mostly to an increase in the number of muons pro-
duced in the atmosphere passing the event selec-
tion. The increase is largest in the Southern sky
(cos(θ)> 0), and is nearly a factor of 105 larger at
zenith. Features in the Southern sky are the result of
selection methods.
2.2 Search for temporal MeV neutrino coincidence
In addition to searching for individual tracks from high-energy neutrino interactions, IceCube
is also sensitive to the collective increase in photomultiplier tube (PMT) rates on top of backgrond
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noise. Although this search technique was initially used to search for anti-electron-neutrinos pro-
duced by nearby supernovae [15], it can be used to probe any model that includes large fluxes
of O(10 MeV) neutrinos on short-timescales, which is compatible with searching for neutrinos
from FRBs. This stream, the Supernova Data Acquisition (SNDAQ) [15], stores PMT signals, also
called DOM hits, into bins of 1.6 ms, allowing searches on timescales as small as 2 ms. Here,
this capability is used to search for neutrino emission from 21 different FRBs for which data were
available (separate bursts from FRB 121102 are classified as distinct FRBs for this analysis). For
each FRB, 8 different time windows are analyzed, expanding by powers of 2 from 10 ms up to
1280 ms.
Here, a one-dimensional Gaussian likelihood is used to determine the significance of a collec-
tive deviation (∆µ) of the hit rate across the detector in order to find an excess in the DOM rates
on top of the background. This likelihood is given by
L (∆µ) =
NDOM
∏
i=1
1√
2pi 〈σi〉
exp(−(ni− (µi+ εi∆µ))
2
2〈σi〉2 ) . (2.2)
Here, ni is the hit rate in DOMi in a chosen time bin, εi is a DOM-specific efficiency parameter
that accounts for module and depth dependent detection probabilities, and µi and σi are the mean
and standard deviation for the hit rate in DOMi. The log-likelihood is then maximized with respect
to ∆µ , leading to a significance, ξ , given by
ξ =
∆µ
σ∆µ
. (2.3)
To quantify the statistical significance of ξ , the result is compared to the distribution of sig-
nificances from off-time windows before and after the run that include the FRB being analyzed.
Additionally, it has been shown that the rate of the hits in SNDAQ contains a contribution that is
correlated with the seasonally dependent rate of atmospheric muons in the detector. To remove this
dependency, we employ the technique used in [18]. If the resulting statistical significance of the
FRB time window is greater than the one-sided 3σ threshold from seasonally corrected background
significances, then we claim detection, otherwise, we report upper limits.
3. Results
For both analyses, all results are consistent with expectations from atmospheric background.
For the muon track analysis, the smaller time windows are contained within the larger time win-
dows and thus test results from consecutive time windows are correlated in this analysis. To prop-
erly calculate the probability of exceeding the smallest pre-trial p-value over the course of expan-
sion of ∆T (find the post-trial p-value), we use a Monte Carlo simulation. Post-trials, the p-values
for the stacking and max-burst tests are 0.35 and 0.33, respectively. Upper limits are calculated
(90% confidence level) for the time-integrated flux per FRB for each ∆T (Figure 4). In the stacking
search, the limits we set for ∆T < 1 s are a factor of 50 stronger on spectra of E−3 when com-
pared to the six-year analysis Southern Sky results. In the max-burst search, the same scale of
improvement is made on the maximum flux among 28 sources at the smallest ∆T . Limits for an
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Figure 4: Upper limits on the time-integrated neutrino flux per FRB for a range of ∆T , assuming power-
law spectra of E−3 (left). The blue line in the stacking limits is produced by dividing IceCube’s entire
astrophysical νµ flux [19] among a homogeneous class of 3,000 FRBs per day [10]. We also constrain
the maximum time-integrated neutrino flux among 28 FRBs, assuming the same spectrum (right). The
error bands on these limits represents the central 90% of systematic variation in limits due to uncertainty in
background parameterization.
Figure 5: The observed significance (red)
for the most significant FRB in this search
is compared to the background distribution
of the significances. The significance is
compared to the 3σ threshold (dashed) ob-
tained from off-time period before and after
each FRB.
Figure 6: Upper limits (90% C.L.) on the time-integrated flux of
anti-electron neutrinos from FRBs. Each line represents a limit
for an individual FRB of the 21 FRBs considered in the analysis,
assuming the fiducial model for neutrino emission with a mean
neutrino energies of 15.6 MeV.
E−2 spectrum have also been calculated, and represent an order-of-magnitude improvement for the
shortest timescales when compared against the six-year analysis.
In the search for MeV neutrino emission from FRBs, no significance was found above the 3σ
threshold. The distribution of significances from background along with the observed result from
the most statistically significant search (2.55 σ ) is shown in Figure 5, along with upper limits on
the flux of anti-electron neutrinos for each burst in Figure 6. In the absence of neutrino spectrum
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models for FRBs, the spectrum for neutrino emission from core collapse supernovae is used as a
fiducial model, with normalization chosen such that the neutrino flux has average neutrino energy
Eν = 15.6 MeV and pinching parameter α = 3 [20], yielding < E3ν >= 7118MeV3, though it is
worth noting there is dependency on the signal hit rate from varying incident fluxes [15]. Limits
correspond to the 90% one-sided confidence level for the Gaussian distribution of the significance
from the off-time runs.
4. Conclusion and Outlook
In two complementary searches for neutrino emission from FRBs, no significant association
has been found. The limits set as a result of these analyses are the most constraining to date.
For the track search, the sensitivity of the analysis scales with the number of detected FRBs.
Therefore, as the source class grows, the techniques presented here will be able to probe even
smaller per-burst neutrino emission models for small time windows. This effect is amplified by the
fact that IceCube’s best sensitivity is in the Northern Sky, where interferometers like CHIME [21]
will be sensitive. With fields of view drastically larger than single-dish radio telescopes, new radio
interferometers are projected to detect on the order of one FRB per day [21, 22]. Projections for
the sensitivity of a track based analysis for varying number of FRB detections are shown in Figure
7.
Figure 7: Stacking sensitivity projections for an isotropically distributed class of FRBs, with number of
radio detections indicated in the legend. For FRBs in the Northern Sky, sensitivity to a class of FRBs with an
E−3 spectrum will surpass the limit set by the diffuse νµ flux when the source class increases by one order
of magnitude.
The MeV neutrino search was possible because of IceCube’s ability to identify bursts of MeV
neutrinos from collective increases in DOM hit rates. This offers a unique opportunity for temporal
study of low-energy neutrino emission from transients. With this opportunity, we have placed the
first ever limits on neutrino signals at MeV energies from FRBs.
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